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Preface

In 2012, we set out to make hartroopers, users, entrepreneurs, customers and
partners happy by delivering amazing projects, but we knew back then that we had
to first build a platform that was designed to foster that greatness. A platform where
incredibly multi talented individuals are empowered to put their best work into the
hands of millions of people, with very little in their way. This handbook is an
abbreviated encapsulation of our guiding principles. As HartLogic Entrepreneurship
Platform continues to grow, we hope that these principles will serve each new
person. If you are new to HartLogic, welcome. Although the goals in this book are
important, it’s really your ideas, talent, and energy that will keep HartLogic shining in
the years ahead.

Thanks for being here. Let’s achieve great things together.

Bernhart Farras Sukandar, Founder of HartLogic
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How to Use This Book

This book isn’t about fringe benefits or how to set up your workstation or where to
find source code. HartLogic works in ways that might seem counterintuitive at first.
This handbook is about the choices you’re going to be making and how to think
about them. Mainly, it’s about how not to freak out now that you’re here.

For more information, there's official support on the HartLogic website. Look for
stuff there like how to use our HartLogic platform. This book is on the cloud, so you
can suggest an edit by giving comments. Once you’ve read it, help us make it better
for the new Hartrooper. Suggest new sections or change the existing ones. Add to the
Glossary. Or if you’re not all that comfortable editing it, annotate it: make comments
and suggestions. We’ll collectively review the changes and fold them into future
revisions.
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Welcome to HartLogic

What is HartLogic?

Visit https://about.hartlogic.com and make sure to read HartLogic introduction,
HartLogic facts and its numbers, and other information.

Entrepreneurs vs Businessman

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dCdEdrilzMo

Phrases We Like

● Goal (Achieve) first then anything else (Goal > Data) | We are a goal-driven
organization backed up with data

● Value first, then anything else | Make sure stakeholders know the benefits. If
not, it’s okay to give them a free trial

● Sales (profit) first, then anything else | We are independent and we want to
keep it that way & bootstrap > venture capital

● Self motivate & motivate others | human is a social being
● Result > Process | Show result with a halal, secure and legal process
● Progress with mistake > No Action | It’s okay to make mistakes, as long as

you don’t repeat it
● Doing > Consume | History only written by the one who do
● Value > Time | Value must be exceptional and provided consistently
● Scope of work must be over deliver > meet expectations | Never under

deliver & everything must be tracked
● Existing Customer/Client with up/cross/down sell > New Sales | The

relationship isn’t over when the product is used or the project is over.
Actually it’s only just begun.

● CRM (Retaining Users, Customer, Client) > New Lead | 91% of B2B buyers are
influenced by recommendation WoM “Nielsen”

● Get lead from existing users > new users | It is easier to offer added value to
users who already use a service or app, even from other app users
(remember that educating users need time)

● Decide fast (with calculation); Reward fast, punish fast; Hire fast, fire fast;
Fail fast, recover faster

● Partnership > New Employee
● Remember what we have; and find a way to maximize it before finding

something or doing something new
● Always grab attention, always recruit, always look for new opportunities

(especially on-site one), always backup, always update the PMS, confluence
& templates

● Product must be introduced without “iba”
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● Product > Organization
● Sales > Product
● Remember small things is really important | Saying thank you Celebrating,

sending postcards, birthday gifts and other things. Think about all that delight
the experience

● All tasks must be done, all meetings must be conducted, all sop must be
followed and updated | If not then the planning is not good enough

● When it comes to delegation, provide I(Information), P(Permission),
O(Outcome)

● Work Smart > Work Hard | Prioritize, schedule, and commit
● Do it great; but do it | Every project should be S.M.A.R.T
● Do something; tell people | Coordinate frequently
● Capture it; plan it; schedule it; do it; record it; report it; iterate it; improve

it; set it as new sop; do it better | Always in Permanent Beta mode
● Collaboration > Competition | We want to win together
● Sustainability > Scale | With great scale comes great responsibility
● Trust + Freedom > Politics + Bureaucracy | Doubt + gossip is a blocker
● Small Team; Big Impact | Stay in a small team even though we already grow

big
● Clear Definition > Jargon | Communicate clearly
● Debate, don’t be discouraged | Don’t be a jerk
● There’s no bad idea | It's just a matter of prioritization
● Halal > Big profit

How we call each other

● Hartrooper:
o Leaders: commissioner or C-Level
o Employee: builders or consultants
o Contributor: initiator, ambassador, or volunteer

● User/Entrepreneurs:
o Member: user who join HartLogic as member
o Customer: user who use HartLogic or HartLogic Ventures Product
o Client: user who use HartLogic Consulting

● Partners: We categorize our partner with eight fields of partnership.
o Enterpriser: a sales agent of HartLogic Product
o Alliance: a stakeholder with common goal (Media Partner, Venue

Partner, EO Partner, Talent Partner, Competition/Awardee Partner, or
Product Provider)

o Investor: a shareholder of HartLogic Venture
o Franchiser: a person or organization that becomes shareholder

HartLogic Entrepreneurship Center.
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Welcome to Multi-Talents World

Flatter (Employee, Intern and Initiator), Flat (Volunteer, Logical House, Entrepreneur
Representative), Independent (Ambassador), and Holacracy (Professional). These
combinations of organization structures are great for maintaining relationships,
developing people and increasing productivity. It simplifies planning and makes it
easier to control a large group of people from the top down, which is why
conventional corporations rely on it so heavily.

But when you’re an entrepreneur creator organization that’s spent the last decade
going out of its way to recruit the most intelligent, innovative, talented people on
Earth. We want innovators, and that means maintaining an environment where
they’ll flourish. That’s why; you (Hartroopers) are special. It’s our shorthand way of
saying that we want you to have multiple talents by implementing a multi structure
organization structure.

If you’re still learning how things work, you should follow your supervisor's direction,
we call it “New Troop Knowledge Transfer”. But if you already know how this
organization works.

We do have a founder/president, but even he isn’t your project manager. This
organization is yours to steer—toward opportunities and away from risks. You have
the power to green-light projects. You have the power to sell our solutions. And also,
you can invite your friend to work at HartLogic.

If you’re thinking to yourself, “Wow I can bring my friends? That sounds amazing,”
you’re right. And that’s why multi-talents world is the most important thing you will
ever do at HartLogic, every person is able to hire Hartroopers (see “hiring,” page).
Any time you interview a potential hire, you need to ask yourself not only if they’re
talented or collaborative but also if they’re capable of literally running this
organization, because they will be.
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Organizational relation
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HartLogic organization type

We combine these organization type to run the organization:
1. Independent: No organization structure
2. Flatter:

3. Flat:

4. Holacracy: https://www.holacracy.org/
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Organizational type and level

Builder (Flatter):
● Employee

o Commissioner
o President
o President Office
o Head / Expert
o Manager / Senior
o Staff / Junior

● EC Employee
o Commissioner
o Managing Director
o SVD
o Vice Director
o Manager
o Associate

● Intern
o Experienced Intern
o Graduate Intern
o Undergraduate Intern
o Program Intern
o Gernal Intern

Contributor
● Initiator (Flatter)

o National
▪ Prime Minister
▪ Coordinating

Minister
▪ Minister

o Province
▪ Governor
▪ Vice Governor
▪ Dept.Gov

o City
▪ Mayor
▪ Vice Mayor
▪ Dept. Head
▪ Manager
▪ Staff

● Ambassador (Independent)
o Institution
o Campus
o School

● Entrepreneur Representative
(Flat)

o ER Leader
o ER Member

● Logical House (Flat)
o House Leader
o House Member

● Volunteer (Flat):
o Program Leader
o Program Member
o Project Leader
o Project Member
o Event Leader
o Event Member

Venture Trooper (variative)
● Commissioner
● CEO (Founder)
● C Level
● VC
● Manager
● Associate
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Organizational structure

Specific organizational structures are confidential, but overall you could choose your
role in Employee HartLogic HQ, Employee HartLogic EC (Entrepreneurship Center),
Contributor Initiator, Contributor Overall.

In general, you could choose one role at the time:
Visit https://hartlogic.com/id/hartrooper/

In terms of project, your could choose your role as:
● Principal: the steering committee
● Leader: the leader of the project
● Analyst: the staff member of the project

We are Hartroopers

Hartroopers Attributes

Success in our environment requires more than credentials and certificates. It
requires specific traits and character attributes. The people we hire demonstrate
HEART:

Humble (Modest, despite being awesome. Self-aware and respectful.)

Many truly successful people are deeply humbled. This mindset allows them to view
the world with a growth mindset, enabling learning and improvement at every turn.
At HartLogic, we aim to build an environment without any sense of entitlement.

● You listen well and seek to understand before reacting
● You provide candid, helpful, timely feedback to colleagues
● You seek to understand entrepreneurs around the world, and how we

entertain them
● You seek what is best for HartLogic, rather than what is best for yourself or

your group
● You make time to help colleagues
● You collaborate effectively with people of diverse backgrounds and cultures
● You nurture and embrace different perspectives to make better decisions
● You are quietly confident and openly humble
● You treat people with respect independent of their status or disagreement

with you

Emotional Intelligence (We trust EQ > IQ)

Developing and maintaining strong, trusted relationships is central to succeeding at
HartLogic and beyond. Since working with people is a universal requirement in
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business and inherently unpredictable, we believe you will only succeed if you
develop empathy for those around you.

● You maintain calm poise in stressful situations to draw out the clearest
thinking

● You adapt your communication style to work well with people from around
the world who may not share your native language

● You inspire others with your thirst for excellence
● You are tenacious and optimistic
● You make your colleagues better
● You keep us nimble by minimizing complexity and finding time to simplify

Adaptability (Constantly changing. Life-long learner)

Working at HartLogic necessarily brings with it changing circumstances. We value
colleagues who handle uncertainty, ambiguity, and change with positivity and poise,
rather than worry and fear.

● You thrive on change
● You learn rapidly and eagerly
● You embrace failure as a starting success
● You take smart risks and are open to possible failure
● You contribute effectively outside of your specialty
● You make connections that others miss
● You are curious about how our different backgrounds affect us at work, rather

than pretending they don’t affect us

Result Orientation (Get it done. Measurably moves the needle. Immeasurably adds
value)

Our top performers are energized by the thrill of immediate rewards, results, and
revenue. At HartLogic, we’re committed to client outcomes, tangible objectives, and
executing on our ideas. This all takes place in an environment where people feel
passionate about coming to work and meeting and mingling with true friends.

Do you set and smash through targets, love scoring the clinching goal for your team,
and have the drive to excel beyond what’s asked of you? We do too. We’re naturally
competitive, but competition at HartLogic is all about collaboration for everyone
inside our organization. It’s born out of a shared desire never to settle – neither in
the office nor on the football field.

● You focus on results over process
● You are concise and articulate in speech and writing
● You make tough decisions without agonizing
● You care intensely about our entrepreneurs and HartLogic success
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● You seek alternate perspectives
● You create new ideas that prove useful
● You re-conceptualize issues to discover solutions to hard problems
● You challenge prevailing assumptions and suggest better approaches
● You focus on talent and our values, rather than a person’s similarity to

yourself
● You accomplish amazing amounts of important work
● You demonstrate consistently strong performance so colleagues can rely upon

you

Transparent (Open and honest with others and with themselves)

WE SHARE (ALMOST) EVERYTHING. We make information available to everyone in
the organization. We’re radically and uncomfortably transparent.

WHY ALMOST? We protect information only when: It is legally required. Example:
Information covered under a Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) It is not completely
ours to share. Example: Individual compensation data.

● You say what you think, when it’s in the best interest of HartLogic, even if it is
uncomfortable

● You are willing to be critical of the status quo
● You question actions inconsistent with our values
● You are able to be vulnerable, in search of truth
● You are open-minded in search of the best ideas
● You share information openly and proactively
● You recognize we all have biases and work to grow past them
● You intervene if someone else is being marginalized
● You are known for candor, authenticity, transparency, and being non-political
● You only say things about fellow employees that you say to their face
● You admit mistakes freely and openly

Culture in HartLogic

Building a family requires a strong foundation, not just knowledge and experience.
Great culture needs heart and initiative, that’s why we demonstrate Logic:

Living the Mission (Kita Wujudkan, Sekarang)

We’re in this business to execute a big, future-proof mission: supporting
entrepreneurs by creating new connections, enabling collaborations, improving
personal skills, providing knowledge, and building companies. Whether we connect a
leading investor to specific expertise in a faraway market, help an incubator
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understand a new continent, or work with a non-profit through our Knowledge for
Good initiative, we believe access to knowledge drives human progress.

On energy (Stay healthy, focus and always-on)

HartLogic has a distinctly “always-on,” dynamic feel to it. We thrive off each other’s
energy. If you walk around one of our offices, you’ll feel the buzz. The lively
atmosphere comes from our commercial focus, the pace of our work, and the type of
people who flourish here.

Grow the Ideas (We are always at permanent Beta)

We strongly believe that a universal commitment to incremental
improvements—rather than any top-down, silver bullet strategy—makes a company
great. At HartLogic, everyone shares this responsibility. From devising new ways to
better serve clients to grow the firm and embracing difficult questions, continued
progress demands that everyone bravely challenge the status quo.

Invent and Simplify (As we do new things, we accept that we may be misunderstood
for long periods of time.)

Entrepreneurs expect and require innovation and invention from Hartrooper and
always find ways to simplify. Being Hartrooper means externally aware, looking for
new ideas from everywhere, and are not limited by “not invented here”. As we do
new things, we accept that we may be misunderstood for long periods of time.

Celebrating Success (Everybody deserves an appreciation, if they deserve it)

At HartLogic we’re proud of our healthy streak of competitiveness and make a point
of celebrating our successes. Whether it’s our annual office retreats, a last minute
team outing, or a well-earned drink after work, celebrations here are never too far
away.
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Cheat Sheet

Welcoming kit (Hartrooper Kit)

Every hartrooper will get what we called a starting/working/Hartrooper kit. It's a
package that includes an employee ID card (don’t forget to scan or tap to get a
welcoming message from our founder), fancy stickers, tumbler, and HartLogic jacket.

Mandatory applications

File Sharing: Google Drive and NAS
Project Management: Asana (Task) & Google Calendar (Meeting & Event)
Communications: Telegram, Whatsapp, Zoom
Office: Google Docs, Slides, Sheets

Dress Code

You really can wear just about anything to work. But remember to be polite. You are
allowed to wear the same type of clothes every day. To give you an idea, our founder
usually wore shorts and a top ranging from a HartLogic shirt to a solid color.
Sometimes he wore a jacket, sometimes he wore sneakers, sometimes he wore
running shoes. On the first day of some intern, wear sandals, jeans and a black shirt.
Not even kidding. Helps keep the badge photos consistent and clean!

We do also recall some Hartroopers preferring to wear button-up shirts, but it's rarer.
We got more questions about whether I was going out to dinner or to an event when
I wore a blazer. Wear whatever makes you comfortable! HartLogic's looking for your
work skills, not your fashion sense.

HartLogic only requires you to wear a HartLogic Attributes (ID Card, Pin and Jacket)
for important events and meetings with external. You can mix and match the
attributes with long pants and shoes.

Connect with HartLogic on the Internet

Sharing is caring, spread the awareness and grow entrepreneurship in the world by
following and sharing our contents at https://link.hartlogic.com

Update and share your profile

Do something; tell people. Here’s some examples to update your profile on LinkedIn
and Twibbon (frame template).
LinkedIn:

● If you’re an employee. Put HartLogic Employee
● If you’re an intern. Put HartLogic Intern
● If you’re an initiator. Put HartLogic Initiator “regional name”
● If you’re an ambassador. Put HartLogic Ambassador “institution name”
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● If you’re a volunteer. Put HartLogic Volunteer

Twibbon:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/yjvli31p87vac3x/AAB_ecr58n7_lK_sXaflOu7-a?dl=0

Know Important Office Facilities

● Internet access: your device is mac filtered, so enjoy the internet through an
official office device

● Door access: make sure your ID card is registered to the access door
● Pantry: refill your drink and grab snack
● Public designated area: please smoke in the designated area
● Stationary Center: printing, scanning, and office supplies
● Rendering: if you need to render heavy video
● Toilet: well you know what to do
● Shower: hygiene is part of faith
● Emergency kit: fire extinguisher and first aid kit
● Prayer: take wudhu from office toilet

Activities at HartLogic

● Network lunch: We encourage you to meet new people and get inspiration
from them. Every person has their own story | Anytime

● Sports: We have a regular badminton practice | Every Saturday once per
week

● MABAR (Main Bareng) strategy: It started with strategy game enthusiasm |
Every Saturday once per quartal

● NOBAR (Nonton Bareng): Watching movie together | Every Saturday once per
quartal

● NGABAR (Ngaji Bareng): Ngaji together | Every Thursday once per week

Before you start your first day

1. Make sure that you’ve send your cv
2. Make sure that you’ve filled add signed Application Form
3. Make sure that you’ve signed Offer Letter & Bonus Rules
4. Make sure that you’ve signed Contract
5. Make sure that you’ve signed NDA
6. Make sure that you’ve install Mandatory App
7. Make sure that you’ve registered your bank account for payroll
8. Make sure that you’ve registered on Pranala
9. Make sure that you’ve completely read Hartrooper Handbook at

https://handbook.hartlogic.com

Make sure to inform all of these to HR
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Your First Day

So, you’ve gone through the recruitment process of HartLogic and you’re finally here
at HartLogic as Hartrooper.

Congratulations, and welcome.

As an Entrepreneurship Platform, HartLogic has an incredibly unique way of doing
things that will make this the greatest professional experience of your life, but it can
take some getting used to.

This book was written by people who’ve been where you are now, and who want to
make your first few months here as easy as possible.

Here’s what you have to do in day one:

No Schedule Dur Time

1 Go to HR (Human Resource) and Start onboarding 0 08:00

2 HR will assign your desk and lend Hartrooper Kit
(Internal Purpose Only, don’t use this email/ID for
personal purpose or review. Including sending
materials to external or third parties)

15 08:00 - 08:15

3 HR will introduce general gadget usage, borrowing
mechanism and you have to sign the borrowing form

15 08:15 - 08:30

4 HR will introduce to internal and external
communication

15 08:30 - 08:45

5 HR will introduce and share access to cloud DMS and
other access

15 08:45 - 09:00

6 HR will take you to office tour and public facilities and
inform you about building and safety rules

60 09:00 - 10:00

7 Back to your desk, connect with HartLogic on the
internet

0 10:00

8 Watch about ISMS 10 10:00 - 10:10

9 Fill quiz about ISMS 20 10:10 - 10:30

10 Watch about HartLogic presentations 90 10:30 - 12:00

11 If you finished, go to HR and eat together. 60 12:00 - 13:00
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If your tummy already full, you can smile and take a
fun professional picture with hartroopers Twibbon
and submit your Hartroopers profile to be listed on
the website

12 Update your profile on social media 15 13:00 - 13:15

13 Fill quiz about HartLogic 120 13:15 - 15:15

14 Take a break and Ask HR to meet your supervisor 45 15:15 - 16:00

15 Supervisor will introduce to PMS 60 16:00 - 17:00

16 Fill quiz about PMS 60 17:00 - 18:00

17 Kita Wujudkan, Sekarang. 0

Settling In

Your First Month

So, you’ve decided where you put your desk. You know where the tea machine is.
You’re even pretty sure you know what that one guy’s name is. You’re not freaking
out anymore. In fact, you’re ready to show up to work this morning, breathe the
fresh air, turn on your computer, and then what? This next section walks you through
figuring out what to work on. You’ll learn about how projects work, how to handle
clients, and how products get out the door at HartLogic.

What Should I Do

See how things work on HartLogic by learning with your supervisor. We believe that
you can give your best contribution because we only choose people who are good at
their job.

Builder or Consultant

If you're registered as a Builder trooper? Are you in the operations department? Or
the sales department? Let’s improve the organization.

As an organization that’s constantly moving forward, we’re seeking to continuously
improve our organization and the service we provide entrepreneurs. Our
Organization Structure responsibility leads this charge throughout key functions
including FAT (Finance Accounting Tax), Legal, HR (Human Resource), Product EBCMS
(Event Branding Communication Marketing Sales), Content, and IT.
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As Builder you have a responsibility to run the operations or improve the awareness,
consideration, conversion, loyalty and advocacy in marketing & communications or
manage the cash in finance or do the magic in information technology.

If you’re registered as a consultant trooper? Which problems to solve that you really
care about? public, organization or government? Let’s solve entrepreneurs'
problems.

Our revenue-generating epicenter, it is the consultant's responsibility to solve
entrepreneurs' problems. Everyone is “always on,” responding to entrepreneurs'
requests and changing circumstances. On a typical day at the entry level, you’ll take
briefs, research sectors, identify, engage, and assess experts, and recommend them
to entrepreneurs. Over time, you’ll also mentor and manage a team, grow accounts,
win new clients, and run your own book of entrepreneurship.

As Consultant you have two responsibilities, maintain users/entrepreneurs (Choose
based on the entrepreneurs category) and solve their problems with your skills
(Choose and see your skills based on the US category).

Things To Do

In general, here’s Hartroopers responsibility:

● Excellent at your role, be responsible
● Having at least one project and maximum two
● Join one activities
● Attending all the meetings
● Spreading entrepreneurship platforms, getting users.

For every hartroopers, here’s the important things to keep “ON” every day. Please do
this daily:

● Make sure that your Telegram or the department communication group
always active 24/7

● Check PMS - My Task at 08:00 & 13:00 (Don’t forget to hit complete)
● Check Calendar at 08:00 & 13:00 (Don’t forget to decide)
● Check Department Email at 09:00 & 13:00 (Don’t forget to respond)
● HartLogic Digital Engagement (like|comment|share) at 17:00

Pick your own projects.

We’ve heard that other organizations have people allocate a percentage of their time
to self-directed projects. At HartLogic, that percentage could be 30/50/100.

Since HartLogic is a goal oriented organization, people don’t just join projects
because they’re told to (even if you choose your project before joining HartLogic).
Instead, you’ll decide what to work on after asking yourself the right questions (more
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on that later). Hartroopers vote on projects with their feet (or desk wheels). Strong
projects are ones in which people can see demonstrated value; they staff up easily.
This means there are many internal recruiting efforts constantly under way.

If you’re working here, that means you’re good at your job. People are going to want
you to work with them on their projects, and they’ll try hard to get you to do so. But
the decision is going to be up to you. (In fact, at times you’re going to wish for the
luxury of having just one person telling you what they think you should do, rather
than hundreds.)

You can find list of project in this link: project.hartlogic.com

Even you can submit your own project ideas to human@hartlogic.com

But how do I decide which things to work on?

Deciding what to work on can be the hardest part of your job at HartLogic. This is
because, as you’ve found out by now, you were not hired to only fill a specific job
description. You were hired to constantly be looking around for the most valuable
work you could be doing. At the end of a project, you may end up well outside what
you thought was your core area of expertise.
There’s no rulebook for choosing a project or task at HartLogic. But it’s useful to
answer questions like these:

⁃ Of all the projects currently underway, what’s the most valuable thing I can be
working on?

⁃ Which project will have the highest direct impact on our customers? How
much will the work I ship benefit them?

⁃ Is HartLogic not doing something that it should be doing?
⁃ What’s interesting? What’s rewarding? What leverages  my individual

strengths the most?

How do I find out what projects are underway?

There are lists of stuff, like current projects, but by far the best way to find out is to
ask people. Anyone, really. When you do, you’ll find out what’s going on around the
organization and your peers will also find out about you. Lots of people at HartLogic
want and need to know what you care about, what you’re good at, what you’re
worried about, what you’ve got experience with, and so on. And the way to get the
word out is to start telling people all of those things. So, while you’re getting the lay
of the land by learning about projects, you’re also broadcasting your own status to a
relevant group of people.

Got an idea for how HartLogic could change how we internally broadcast
project/organization status? Great. Do it. In the meantime, the chair next to anyone’s
desk is always open, so plant yourself in it often.
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Short-term vs. long-term goals

Because we all are responsible for prioritizing our own work, and because we are
conscientious and anxious to be valuable, as individuals we tend to gravitate toward
projects that have a high, measurable, and predictable return for the organization.
So, when there’s a clear opportunity on the table to succeed at a near-term business
goal with a clear return, we all want to take it. And, when we’re faced with a problem
or a threat, and it’s one with a clear cost, it’s hard not to address it immediately.

This sounds like a good thing, and it often is, but it has some downsides that are
worth keeping in mind. Specifically, if we’re not careful, these traits can cause us to
race back and forth between short-term opportunities and threats, being responsive
rather than proactive.

So, our lack of a traditional structure comes with an important responsibility. It’s up
to all of us to spend effort focusing on what we think the long-term goals of the
organization should be.

Someone told me to (or not to) work on X. And they’ve been here a
long time!

Well, the correct response to this is to keep thinking about whether or not your
colleagues are right. Broaden the conversation. Hold on to your goals if you’re
convinced they’re correct. Check your assumptions. Pull more people in. Listen.
Don’t believe that anyone holds authority over the decision you’re trying to make.
They don’t; but they probably have valuable experience to draw from, or
information/data that you don’t have, or insight that’s new. When considering the
outcome, don’t believe that anyone but you is the “stakeholder”. You’re it. And
HartLogic’s users are who you’re serving. Do what’s right for them.

Whatever group you’re in, whether you’re building products, translating for
HartLogic website, or making the social media design, this applies to you. It’s crucial
that you believe it, so we’ll repeat it a few more times in this book.

What about all the things that I’m not getting done?

It’s natural in this kind of environment to constantly feel like you’re failing because
for every single task you decide to work on, there will be dozens that aren’t getting
your attention. Trust us, this is normal. Nobody expects you to devote time to every
opportunity that comes your way. Instead, we want you to learn how to choose the
most important work to do.

How does HartLogic decide what to work on?

The same way we make other decisions: by waiting for someone to decide that it’s
the right thing to do, and then letting them recruit other people to work on it with
them. We believe in each other to make these decisions, and this faith has proven to
be well-founded over and over again.
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But rather than simply trusting each other to just be smart, we also constantly test
our own decisions. Whenever we move into unknown territory, our findings defy our
own predictions far more often than we would like to admit. We’ve found it vitally
important to, whenever possible, not operate by using assumptions, unproven
theories, or folk wisdom.

This kind of testing takes place across our business, from product development to
hiring, to selling courses on HartLogic Solution. Luckily, HartLogic Solution is a
fantastic platform for entrepreneurship learning. It exists to be an education/service
platform for our customers, and as such it also is a conduit for constant
communication between them and us.

Accepted truisms about sales, marketing, regionality, seasonality, the Internet,
purchasing behavior, product design, economics, and recruiting, etc., have proven
wrong surprisingly often. So, we have learned that when we take nearly any action,
it’s best to do so in a way that we can measure, predict outcomes, and analyze
results.

Recruiting can be a difficult process to instrument and measure. Although we have
always tried to be highly rational about how we hire people, we’ve found much room
for improvement in our approach over the years. We have made signing can't strides
toward bringing more predictability, measurement, and analysis to recruiting. A
process that many assume must be treated only as a “soft” art because it has to do
with humans, personalities, language, and nuance, actually has ample room for a
healthy dose of science. We’re not turning the whole thing over to robots just yet
though (see “Career,” pages).

Can I be included the next time HartLogic is deciding X?

Yes. There’s no secret decision-making logic. No matter what project, you’re already
invited. All you have to do is either (1) Start working on it, or (2) Start talking to all
the people who you think might be working on it already and find out how to best be
valuable. You will be welcomed— there is no approval process or red tape involved.
Quite the opposite—it’s your job to insert yourself wherever you think you should
be.

Learning method

Self-Learning

Basically, the best practice is searchable on the HartLogic LMS (LMS.hartlogic.com) or
the Internet. We’re a best practice and data driven organization. If you got a better
solution to our problem or the things that you don't understand. Tell us!
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Peer Learning

Find your peer who understands the topic that you don’t understand. Set a schedule
with him/her to share your learning problem and ask him/her to teach you about the
topic. After you learn from your peers. Set another schedule to review your
understanding and ask them to give you critiques when you have a
misunderstanding.

Learning by Doing

As a Hartrooper you have to be able to learn by collecting experience by doing
experiments. After you do self-learning and peer learning. You have to try it by
yourself. Always use this following method: Create it, iterate it, and improve it.

Training

Your supervisor will always provide training when we have new improvements or
changes. You can also tell our Human Resource if self, peer, or learning by doing is
not enough to make you understand about some topic.

Teams, Hours, and the Office

Logical House

Logicals are really just multidisciplinary voluntary project teams. We’ve self-organized
into these largely temporary groups since the early days of HartLogic. They exist to
get a product or large feature shipped. Like any other group or effort at the
organization, they form organically. People decide to join the group based on their
own belief that the group’s work is important enough for them to work on.

Project leads

Often, someone will emerge as the “lead” for a project. This person’s role is not a
traditional managerial one. Most often, they’re primarily a clearinghouse of
information. They’re keeping the whole project in their head at once so that people
can use them as a resource to check decisions against. The leads serve the team,
while acting as centers for the teams. They should have these traits: collaboration;
problem solving; creativity; “T-shaped” = generalists + narrow experts

Structure happens

Project teams often have an internal structure that forms temporarily to suit the
group’s needs. Although people at HartLogic don’t have fixed job descriptions or
limitations on the scope of their responsibility, they can and often do have clarity
around the definition of their “job” on any given day. They, along with their peers,
effectively create a job description that fits the group’s goals. That description
changes as requirements change, but the temporary structure provides a shared
understanding of what to expect from each other. If someone moves to a different
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group or a team shifts its priorities, each person can take on a completely different
role according to the new requirements.

HartLogic is not averse to all organizational structure—it crops up in many forms all
the time, temporarily. But problems show up when hierarchy or codified divisions of
labor either haven’t been created by the group’s members or when those structures
persist for long periods of time. We believe those structures inevitably begin to serve
their own needs rather than those of HartLogic’s customers. The hierarchy will begin
to reinforce its own structure by hiring people who t its shape, adding people to fill
subordinate support roles. Its members are also incented to engage in rent-seeking
behaviors that take advantage of the power structure rather than focusing on simply
delivering value to customers.

Hours

While people occasionally choose to push themselves to work some extra hours at
times when something big is going out the door, for the most part working overtime
for extended periods indicates a fundamental failure in planning or communication.
If this happens at HartLogic, it’s a sign that something needs to be reevaluated and
corrected. If you’re looking around wondering why people aren’t in “crunch mode,”
the answer’s pretty simple. The thing we work hardest at is hiring good people, so we
want them to stick around and have a good balance between work and family and
the rest of the important stuff in life.

At HartLogic, we consider working seven day straight as long hours. We want you to
relax from your job at least 1 day per week.

If you find yourself working long hours, or just generally feel like that balance is out
of whack, be sure to raise the issue with whomever you feel would help. Our HR
loves to force people to take vacations, so you can make it your first visit to our hr.

The office

Sometimes things around the office can seem a little too good to be true. If you find
yourself walking down the hall one morning with a bowl of fresh fruit and hot
peppermint tea, dropping off your body to take a nap, and heading into one of the
massage rooms, don’t freak out. All these things are here for you to actually use. And
don’t worry that somebody’s going to judge you for taking advantage of it

Relax! And if you stop on the way back from your massage to play board games or
work out, sleeping pod or whatever, it’s not a sign that this place is going to come
crumbling down like some 1999-era dot-com. If we ever institute caviar-catered
lunches, though, then maybe something’s wrong. Definitely panic if there’s caviar.
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Risks

What if I screw up?

Nobody has ever been fired at HartLogic for making a mistake. It wouldn’t make
sense for us to operate that way. In our opinion, mistakes lead to success as long as
you learn and try to do the best. Providing the freedom to fail is an important trait of
the organization— we couldn’t expect so much from individuals if we also penalized
people for errors.

Even expensive mistakes, or ones which result in a very public failure, are genuinely
looked at as opportunities to learn. We can always repair the mistake or make up for
it.

Screwing up is a great way to find out that your assumptions were wrong or that your
model of the world was a little bit off. As long as you update your model and move
forward with a better picture, you’re doing it right. Look for ways to test your beliefs.
Never be afraid to run an experiment or to collect more data. It helps to make
predictions and anticipate nasty outcomes.

Ask yourself “what would I expect to see if I’m right?” Ask yourself “what would I
expect to see if I’m wrong?” Then ask yourself “what do I see?” If something totally
unexpected happens, try to figure out why. There are still some bad ways to fail.
Repeating the same mistake over and over is one. Not listening to customers or peers
before or after a failure is another. Never ignore the evidence; particularly when it
says you’re wrong.

After all, you don’t get fired for making mistakes. However, you can get fired for (a)
repeating the same mistakes over and over (b) not listening to customers or peers (c)
breaking the law or commitment

But what if we ALL screw up?

So, if Hartroopers is autonomously making his or her own decisions, how is that not
chaos? How does HartLogic make sure that the organization is heading in the right
direction? When everyone is sharing the steering wheel, it seems natural to fear that
one of us is going to veer HartLogic’s spacecraft off the orbit. Over time, we have
learned that our collective ability to meet challenges, take advantage of opportunity,
and respond to threats is far greater when the responsibility for doing so is
distributed as widely as possible. Namely, to every individual at the organization. We
are all stewards of our long-term relationship with our users. They watch us,
sometimes very publicly, make mistakes. Sometimes they get angry with us. But
because we always have their best interests at heart, there’s faith that we’re going to
make things better, and that if we’ve screwed up today, it wasn’t because we were
trying to take advantage of anyone.
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How Do We Solve Problems

When you have a problem with things you don’t know according to what we do at
HartLogic system. You could always ask your supervisor for training.

If a problem comes in our way, you have to tell it to your supervisor. Please come up
with some solutions with options. So, we could hear your suggestions and decide
what’s the best solution to solve the problem.

Communication & Sharing Matters

Communications

Internal Communication
● Email

○ Your work email (@gmail is okay)
○ finance@hartlogic.com: Reimburse / Propose Budget
○ human@hartlogic.com: Permission
○ support@hartlogic.com: Technical support
○ operation@hartlogic.com: Calendaring

● Chat: Telegram
● Calendar Invites: Operation.hartlogic@gmail.com
● PMS (Project Management System: Your work email

External Communication
● Email (Only use @hartlogic.com official domain)

○ cs@hartlogic.com / halo@hartlogic.com: Customer Service (General
Question)

○ foundation@hartlogic.com: HartLogic Foundation
○ enterprise@hartlogic.com: HartLogic Enterprise
○ content@hartlogic.com: Content
○ billing@hartlogic.com: Invoice
○ recruitment@hartlogic.com: New Hartrooper apply
○ pr@hartlogic.com: Public Relations

● Chat: Depends on department
● Calendar Invites: hartlogic@gmail.com

Account Access

All
● Pranala
● Your Work Email
● Your Work Chat

Based on role
● Social Media
● Official Chat
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● Official email

Creating and sharing data

At HartLogic, we want to get the best cloud functionality, that’s why we use docs,
sheets and slides instead of microsoft office or other offline document processing
software.

We send links and access to inform each other via chat instead of sending an email
between hartroopers.

Store Data

● Multimedia: Design, Footage and other multimedia files are stored on NAS
(Network Attached Storage) with RAID technology. It’s the most secure way to
protect our data.

● Documents: Daily use docs, sheets, slides and other files are stored on the
cloud DMS (Document Management System) in Google Drive.

● Confidential: Our patent, financial, and other confidential documents are
stored in a secret location.

File Access

● My Hartroopers Folder: You can put your personal work here before moving
to the HL Data folder.

● HL Data Folder: Each of you may have a different work folder access.
● Information Folder: It’s a collection of PDF files to inform specific hartroopers.

There will be “Format Folder”, “Policy Folder”, and “Sharing Folder”.
● Database & Research Folder: We shared all of our database and research in

the HartLogic Network.
● Resources: You can find logo, media, presentations, pictures, and videos at

https://brand.hartlogic.com

Meetings

Check up Daily

We share about what you did yesterday and what you want to do today. You don’t
need to create any presentation, you just have to share your current progress and we
will help you to reach your goals. This meeting is grouped per division

Weekly Kaizen

We shared about last week’s progress and next week's plan while eating and
drinking. The system will be potluck, so remember to bring your favorite meals. You
need to create a presentation per department including what you did personally.
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Sharing

● Team bonding: Bonding is really important here, because we are Hartroopers
family at HartLogic. Team bonding will be conducted monthly and closing the
year with vacation.

● Deep sharing: We want to understand you better, tell us how you feel and
what you need. We always wanted to create HartLogic as the best place to do
amazing things. Deep sharing will be conducted weekly.

● Open Innovation: We love improv especially YES, AND. and YES, BUT. Method.
We involve all Hartroopers when brainstorming ideas, solving problems, and
developing new products to provide the best solution for everyone. We
believe that the most important person is Hartroopers, then entrepreneurs,
then shareholders.

Plan & Report

Plan & Report - Vision
- 10 year
- 3 year
- 1 year

Plan & Report - Goal:
- 1 year (overall number): We evaluate one-year progress and create 1 (with

quartile breakdown), 3, 5 and 10-year plans. This meeting is grouped per
department and ventures.

- 1 quartal (breakdown from year): We evaluate 3 previous month progress and
3-month plans. This meeting is grouped per department and ventures.

- 1 month (breakdown from quartal): We evaluate 1 previous month progress
and 1-month plans. This meeting is grouped per department and ventures.

Plan & Report - Target:
- 1 week (specific) Weekly Kaizen
- 1 day (specific) Daily Check Up

Spot an error and make improvements

We encourage you to make our platform a better platform, because our platform will
never be finished and always-in permanent beta.

If you spot an error like typo, broken link, misspelling, grammar error, wrong
translation or maybe an absurd content. Send us an email to support@hartlogic.com.

If you have a new idea and want to make it happen. Send us an email to
human@hartlogic.com with “ideas” as subject. Don’t be afraid because we believe
that there’s no bad idea.

Submission: Second week
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Complete HartLogic Quizzes

We want you to be a smarter person and understand our internal world. By
improving your knowledge base with quizzes we can make sure that we are in the
same direction.

Complete: quiz.hartlogic.com

You have to complete these quizzes with 100% correct at the end of your first month.

Create content about your experience as Hartrooper.

Hey! I hope you enjoy working in our organization. We encourage you to share your
experience with us by creating content about your journey.

The video must consist of Introduction, daily routine, environment & culture, favorite
thing, best word to describe HartLogic, message for future hartrooper, and tagline.

● Introduction: Your name, your nickname, role.
● Daily routine: Explain what you do at HartLogic.
● Environment & Culture: What do you know about the environment and

culture at HartLogic.
● Favorite thing about HartLogic: Describe what you love most at HartLogic and

why?
● Best word to describe HartLogic: Give 1 word to describe HartLogic and

elaborate about why you choose that word.
● Message for future Hartroopers: Why people should be a Hartrooper in the

future.
● Tag Line: “HartLogic. Kita Wujudkan, Sekarang.”

Previous videos: https://youtu.be/m2rA6LCpKF8

Upload the video to your personal channel and share the link to
https://www.hartlogic.com/en/resources/consulting/ and select being a hartroopers.

After uploading the video, create a podcast and written content based on your video
content. You can create the podcast by downloading mp3 files from your video and
sending it to the hr department. To finish your content experience, please upload
your final content at people.hartlogic.com including video, podcast and video.

Submission: Fourth Week

First Month Evaluation

In this organization we want to serve you better and make your experience
unforgettable. By filling the form below you can improve the experience for the
future Hartrooper.
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Form: https://goo.gl/forms/6GOrncQZWeOKxpaS2

Submission: Fourth Week

Welcoming Day

At the beginning of every month we always have an event to introduce new
Hartroopers to all of our family. We will present your profile in front of everyone to
make us know you better. This is also the moment where you choose the logical
house.

Make sure that you already submitted your first month's work, from spot an error
and make improvements up to first month evaluation.
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How Am I Doing?

Your Peers and Your Performance

We have two formalized methods of evaluating each other: peer reviews and HR
evaluation. Peer reviews are done in order to give each other useful feedback on how
to best grow as individual contributors. Stack ranking is done primarily as a method
of adjusting compensation. Both processes are driven by information gathered from
each other—your peers.

Peer reviews

We all need feedback about our performance—in order to improve, and in order to
know we’re not failing. Once a year we all give each other feedback about our work.
Outside of these formalized peer reviews, the expectation is that we’ll just pull
feedback from those around us whenever we need to.

There is a framework for how we give this feedback to each other. A set of people
(the set changes each time) interviews everyone in the whole organization, asking
who each person has worked with since the last round of peer reviews and how the
experience of working with each person was. The purpose of the feedback is to
provide people with information that will help them grow. That means that the best
quality feedback is directive and prescriptive and designed to be put to use by the
person you’re talking about.

The feedback is then gathered, collated, anonymized, and delivered to each
reviewee. Making the feedback anonymous definitely has pros and cons, but we
think it’s the best way to get the most useful information to each person. There’s no
reason to keep your feedback about someone to yourself until peer review time if
you’d like to deliver it sooner. In fact, it’s much better if you do so often, and outside
the constraints of official peer reviews. When delivering peer review feedback to
your supervisor, it’s useful to keep it in mind to keep it structured.

Peer reviews are done once per year (though feedback is often shared 1:1 through
the year) by a subset of people who interview everyone in the company. Results are
gathered, collated, anonymized, and delivered to each reviewee.

Team Evaluation

Once a month our HR team will evaluate you and ask for what you need. We do this
to keep you updated and always learn new things in HartLogic.

Each project/product group is asked to rank its own members. (People are not asked
to rank themselves, so we split groups into parts, and then each part ranks people
other than themselves.) The ranking itself is based on the following five metrics:
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1. Skill Level/Technical Ability
How difficult and valuable are the kinds of problems you solve? How
important/critical of a problem can you be given? Are you uniquely capable (in the
organization? industry?) of solving a certain class of problem, delivering a certain
type of art asset, contributing to design, writing, or music, etc.?
2. Productivity/Output
How much shippable (not necessarily shipped to outside customers), valuable,
finished work did you get done? Working a lot of hours is generally not related to
productivity and, after a certain point, indicates inefficiency.
It is more valuable if you are able to maintain a sensible work/life balance and use
your time in the office efficiently, rather than working around the clock.
3. Group Contribution
How much do you contribute to the studio process, hiring, integrating people into
the team, improving workflow, amplifying your colleagues, or writing tools used by
others? Generally, being a group contributor means that you are making a tradeoff
versus an individual contribution. Stepping up and acting in a leadership role can be
good for your group contribution score but being a leader does not impart or
guarantee a higher stack rank. It is just a role that people adopt from time to time.
4. Product Contribution
How much do you contribute at a larger scope than your core skill? How much of
your work matters to the product? How much did you influence correct prioritization
of work or resource trade-offs by others? Are you good at predicting how customers
are going to react to decisions we’re making? Things like being a good play tester or
bug finder during the education cycle would fall into this category.
5. Users/Partner Contribution
How much do you contribute to user service? How much of your work matters to the
partner? How much did you influence correct prioritization of work or resource
trade-offs by others? Are you good at predicting how clients are going to react to
decisions we’re making?
By choosing these categories and basing the stack ranking on them, the organization
is explicitly stating, “This is what is valuable.” We think that these categories offer a
broad range of ways you can contribute value to the organization.
Once the intra-group ranking is done, the information gets pooled to be
organization-wide. We won’t go into that methodology here. There is a wiki page
about peer feedback and stack ranking with some more detail on each process.

Stack rank once per year to determine compensation via ratings within each project
group on the following metrics (a) skill level/technical ability (b) productivity/output
(c) group contribution (d) product contribution. Align compensation to the stack
ranking.
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Permission

Use your permission to take a break, sick leave and activity wisely. If you have any
urgent matters outside HartLogic. Please keep us and the human resource
department informed.
Important contact: hr@hartlogic.com | Form:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/vysjmazldlu3gf6/AABTkhwFs4kC2eIqLUVxRqHaa?dl=0

Take a Break

Make sure you already plan the break, two months before.
1. Plan your break time
2. Find someone to take care of your task
3. Report to our HR department (hr@hartlogic.com)
4. Get confirmation
5. Take your break
6. Relax and enjoy your break

Sick Leave

We hope you will always be healthy but if your body is not feeling delicious, you can
have permission to work at home or take a day off with this sick leaves procedure.

You need to go to the doctor on the first day of sick leave (for you that is today) and
you will get a sick letter from the doctor. The big one you send to your health
insurance ASAP via post and the small one you hand in to our human resource
department as soon as you are back (in original). 

In case that you are sick longer than 2 days, you need to send us the scan of your sick
letter on the third day to human@hartlogic.com and hand in the original when you
come to the office.

Activity Outside HartLogic

Fill activity form, ask our human resource department and send to
human@hartlogic.com

Resign

We are sad to hear this and hope that this will never happen. But we want the best
for you and hope you can learn outside for a while.

1. Send resignation letter to your user face to face
2. Send resignation letter to human resource
3. Fill clearance form and ask for all needed sign
4. Inform our human resource department that you have completed all the

needed requirements
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5. Make sure that you’re still working for minimum 30 days (depends on your
position)

6. You are committed to be available for the knowledge transfer for minimum 90
days
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Choose Your Own Adventure

Your First Six Months

You’ve solved the nuts-and-bolts issues. Now you’re moving beyond wanting to just
be productive day to day—you’re ready to help shape your future, and HartLogic’s.
Your own professional development and HartLogic’s growth are both now under your
control. Here are some thoughts on steering both toward success.

Roles

By now it’s obvious that roles at HartLogic are fluid. Traditionally at HartLogic,
nobody has a single title. This is by design, to remove organizational constraints.
Instead we have things we call ourselves, for convenience. In particular, people who
interact with others outside the organization call themselves by various titles
because doing so makes it easier to get their jobs done.
Inside the organization, though, we all take on the role that suits the work in front of
us. Everyone is a sharer. Everyone can question each other’s work. Anyone can
recruit someone onto his or her project. Everyone has to function as a “strategist,”
which really means figuring out how to do what’s right for our customers. We all
engage in analysis, measurement, predictions, evaluations.

Advancement vs. growth

Because HartLogic doesn’t have a traditional organization structure, it can be
confusing to figure out how HartLogic fits into your career plans. “Before HartLogic, I
was an assistant technical second animation director in Hollywood. I had planned to
be a director in five years. How am I supposed to keep moving forward here?”
Working at HartLogic provides an opportunity for extremely efficient and, in many
cases, very accelerated, career growth. In particular, it provides an opportunity to
broaden one’s skill set well outside of the narrow constraints that careers can have at
most other organizations.
So, the “growth ladder” is tailored to you. It operates exactly as fast as you can
manage to grow. You’re in charge of your track, and you can elicit help with it
anytime from those around you. FYI, we usually don’t do any formalized hartroopers
“development” (course work, mentor assignment), because for senior people it’s
mostly not effective. We believe that high-performance people are generally
self-improving.

Most people who fit well at HartLogic will be better positioned after their time spent
here than they could have been if they’d spent their time pretty much anywhere
else.

Putting more skills in your expertise

The most successful people at HartLogic are both (1) highly skilled at a broad set of
things and (2) world-class experts within a narrower discipline. Because of the talent
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diversity here at HartLogic, it’s often easier to become stronger at things that aren’t
your core skill set.

Your Most Important Role

Concepts discussed in this book sound like they might work well at a tiny business,
but not at a hundreds-of-people-plus-millions-in-revenue. The big question is: Does
all this stuff scale?

Well, so far, yes. And we believe that if we’re careful, it will work better and better
the larger we get. This might seem counterintuitive, but it’s a direct consequence of
hiring great, accomplished, capable people. Getting this to work right is a tricky
proposition, though, and depends highly on our continued vigilance in
recruiting/hiring. If we start adding people to the organization who aren’t as capable
as we are at operating as high-powered, self- directed, senior decision makers, then
lots of the stuff discussed in this book will stop working.

One thing that’s changing as we grow is that we’re not great at disseminating
information to everyone anymore (see “What is HartLogic not good at?”).

On the positive side, our profitability per Hartrooper is going up, so by that measure,
we’re certainly scaling correctly.

Our rate of hiring growth hovered between 10 and 15 percent per year, for years. In
2016, we sped up, but only to about 20 percent per year. 2017 kept up this new pace,
largely due to a wave of hiring in Support.
We do not have a growth goal. We intend to continue hiring the best people as fast
as we can, and to continue scaling up our business as fast as we can, given our
existing staff. Fortunately, we don’t have to make growth decisions based on any
external pressures—only our own business goals. And we’re always free to temper
those goals with the long-term vision for our success as a organization. Ultimately,
we win by keeping the hiring bar very high.

Hiring

Hiring well is the most important thing in the universe. Nothing else comes close. It’s
more important than breathing. So when you’re working on hiring—participating in
an interview loop or innovating in the general area of recruiting—everything else you
could be doing is stupid and should be ignored!

When you’re new to HartLogic, it’s super valuable to start being involved in the
interview process. Ride shotgun with people who’ve been doing it a long time. In
some ways, our interview process is similar to those of other organizations, but we
have our own take on the process that requires practice to learn. We won’t go into all
the nuts and bolts in this book—ask others for details, and start being included in
interview loops.
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Why is hiring well so important at HartLogic?

At HartLogic, adding individuals to the organization can influence our success far
more than it does at other organizations—either in a positive or negative direction.
Since there’s no organizational compartmentalization of people here, adding a great
person can create value across the whole organization. Missing out on hiring that
great person is likely the most expensive kind of mistake we can make.
Usually, it’s immediately obvious whether or not we’ve done a great job hiring
someone. However, we don’t have the usual checks and balances that come with
having managers, so occasionally it can take a while to understand whether a new
person is fitting in. This is one downside of the organic design of the organization—a
poor hiring decision can cause lots of damage, and can sometimes go unchecked for
too long. Ultimately, people who cause damage always get weeded out, but the
harm they do can still be significant.

How do we choose the right people to hire?

An exhaustive how-to on hiring would be a handbook of its own. Probably one worth
writing. It’d be tough for us to capture because we feel like we’re constantly learning
really important things about how we hire people. In the meantime, here are some
questions we always ask ourselves when evaluating candidates:

● Would I want this person to be my boss?
● Would I learn a significant amount from him or her?
● What if this person went to work for our competition? Across the board, we

value highly collaborative people.

That means people who are skilled in all the things that are integral to
high-bandwidth collaboration—people who can deconstruct problems on the fly, and
talk to others as they do so, simultaneously being inventive, iterative, creative,
talkative, and reactive. These things actually matter far more than deep
domain-specific knowledge or highly developed skills in narrow areas. This is why
we’ll often pass on candidates who, narrowly defined, are the “best” at their chosen
discipline.

Of course, it’s not quite enough to say that a candidate should collaborate well—we
also refer to the same four metrics that we rely on when evaluating each other to
evaluate potential Hartroopers (See “Stack ranking,”).

How to Hire Friends

Tell our HR about your friend and why we have to hire them.
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Your Anniversary at HartLogic

First Anniversary at HartLogic

Happy anniversary, you have passed one year through a happy place to work,
HartLogic. Now we encourage you to join the HartLogic professional program or
switch your job role if you want to experience a new work environment.

If you’re a Builder - you can be a Consultant too

● Join Talent Management: Visit participation pages and be a sharer, helper, or
even crew.

● Organize Event: Visit participant pages and apply for organizer license.
● Become Consultant: Help Clients.

Note: there will be extra compensation.

Second Anniversary at HartLogic

Congratulations for your second anniversary! It is proof you're your entrepreneurship
journey is not over. We are happy to tell you that you are ready to become our
manager.

Third Anniversary at HartLogic

Strike Three! Happy anniversary. You have a chance to become our Head at HartLogic
Employee Builder. Tell us that you’re ready to take the next step.

Fourth Anniversary at HartLogic

One, Two, Three, Four! Yeay! you made it, real family will always stay in the family.
Your entrepreneurship journey is not limited to HartLogic Employee Builder only. You
could move to our ventures. If you want to.

Fifth Anniversary at HartLogic
The time has come; it’s a business of you. Are you ready to become a co-founder or
managing director? Let’s join! Venture Trooper Founders or Venture Trooper Growth.
The process to become co-founder is really simple. Here’s the process that you
should follow:

● Join entrepreneurship camp
● Join business foundation
● Get a completion certificate from business accelerator
● Join ventures
● Selection (BMC & Business Plan)
● Incubation by HartLogic Ventures
● Complete the incubation
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● Congrats, now you’re the owner of one of HartLogic ventures.
Commonly this process takes 3 months to 1 year to create new venture.

Epilogue

What Is HartLogic Not Good At?

The design of the organization has some downsides. We usually think they’re worth
the cost, but it’s worth noting that there are a number of things we wish we were
better at:

● Helping new people find their way. We wrote this book to help, but as we said
above, a book can only go so far.

● Mentoring people. Not just helping new people figure things out, but
proactively helping people to grow in areas where they need help is
something we’re organizationally not great at.

Where Will You Take HartLogic?

HartLogic will be a different organization a few years from now because you are
going to change it for the better. We can’t wait to see where you take us. The
products, features, and experiences that you decide to create for customers are the
things that will define us. Whether it’s a new course, a feature in education, a way to
save customers money, a painting that teaches us what’s beautiful, something that
protects us from legal threats, a new typeface, an idea for how to be healthier while
we work, a new startup for incubator and ventures, a spectacular animation, a new
kind of test that lets us be smarter, or (more likely) something nobody’s thought of
yet—we can’t wait to see what kind of future you choose to build HartLogic.
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